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ABSTRACT.  Unlike developed economies, which are exposed to the threat of the zombieing of the economy under
the conditions of a financial crisis, this threat is even greater for the countries of post-Communist capitalism owing
also to their exposure to necroeconomy.  Homo transformaticus, therefore, is the carrier of a necroeconomy’s
routine who transforms economy and society in the direction of capitalist values and, at the same time, transforms
his own self in the same direction, too.  Unlike a necroeconomy, whose routine is carried by a human being which
is “still-to-be-formed,” a zombie-economy’s routine is carried by the “gone and departed” man, the so-called zombie
economicus.  Under the conditions of the present financial crisis, the threat of a zombie-economy is also aggres-
sively knocking on the doors of those developed economies which, until recently, seemed to have escaped the
zombieing of their economies.  The only effective mechanism to get rid of both a necroeconomy and a zombie-
economy is to adopt a sound bankruptcy law. © 2009 Bull. Georg. Natl. Acad. Sci.
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The human factor, as a rule, is a matter of decisive
importance for practically all kinds of economic develop-
ments.  At the same time, an economic approach, as such,
may be applied to any spheres of human behaviour [1].

The routine [2, 3] which reproduces a necroeconomy
is conditioned by the behaviour of such a human being
who is in the middle of the transition from the state of a
homo etaticus [4: 224] or homo soveticus [5: 250-253]—
that is, one who is suppressed by the state and who
totally depends upon the state—to homo economicus
or a human being whose driving force is to get the maxi-
mum utility at a household and a maximum profit at a
firm which is typical of a market economy.

The type of human being who manages the process
of post-Communist transformation or, in other words,
one who is a “central character” in post-Communist capi-
talism is someone we call homo transformaticus; that is,
a human being who failed to completely release himself
from both the fear of the state and the habit of living at
the government’s expense even though he gradually
gets used to the situation owing to his private interest
in obtaining a maximum utility and profit [6, 7].

By analogy with Levada’s concept of homo
adapticus [8], homo transformaticus is a human being
who gradually becomes accustomed to the immanent
rules of a market economy and, furthermore, gets in-
volved in the process of setting and developing those
rules.

In business, homo transformaticus assumes a spe-
cial form whose roots may be traced back to a command
economy.

Even in the times of a command economy’s reign, a
market economy (or, much rather, certain elements of it)
was not eradicated in its entirety.   Simply, it was op-
pressed by the state to the degree that it could only
subsist within a “shadow” sector [9, pp. 57-83].  Under
the conditions of a command economy, no director (per-
haps with few exceptions) could possibly manage his
enterprise without breaking a law adopted by the exist-
ing regime.  In exceptional cases, therefore, elements of
a market economy were actually applied.  Such activities
were referred to as “shadow activities” and the manag-
ers of such enterprises were called “shadowists” [10:
184].  Nevertheless, under the conditions of a command
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economy and given their suppression by the former
Communist regime, such directors never became—and
could not have possibly become—truly market-type
entrepreneurs.  For this reason, those directors who
applied some elements of the market economy within
their managerial practices were not called “entrepre-
neurs” [11: 119] but, rather, “del’tsy” (the plural of the
Russian word “delets” which means “businessman” in
its literal translation but is typically rendered as
“labourer” given its derogatory connotation).

Even after the collapse of a command economy, most
of former del’tsy managed to preserve themselves as
directors in public sector enterprises within various ca-
pacities [12: 137-140].  Moreover, after the privatisation
of those particular enterprises, the same del’tsy exploited
the rights of “labourers’ collectives” and became the
owners of the same enterprises [13].  At the same time,
whether or not they hired professional managers—es-
pecially in the initial phases of the post-privatisation
periods—they still tried to manage their enterprises by
their own way of thinking following a so-called delets
way [14: 127].

Just as homo transformaticus has not yet become
homo economicus, so is the case with the former del’tsy
who have not yet developed into entrepreneurs.  Homo
transformaticus, therefore, takes on the title of “post-
delets” in his entrepreneurship.  The original Russian-
language variant is retained even in English discourse
owing to the exclusively Soviet nature of this phenom-
enon [15].

It is exactly these post-del’tsy who make up the
spine of a necroeconomy in both the public and private
sectors as they are the carriers of the routine of a com-
mand economy.  By using their old connections, the
post-del’tsy manage to break into governmental organs
(parliaments, executive offices, etc.) and use their influ-
ence to try to politically justify and prolong the exist-
ence of the necroeconomy.

It can be stated without any reservation that a
necroeconomy best serves the interests of post-del’tsy
in that this type of economy will always enable the con-
tinuation of their existence until such time that they have
been entirely replaced by true entrepreneurs through
the means of appropriate institutional reforms.

The key to the understanding of a zombie economy’s
routine may be found in the theories of public choice by
James Buchanan in which politics is interpreted as a spe-
cial variety of a market [16], and of “animal spirits” [17].
During a financial crisis, a type of economic policy devel-
ops which proposes the government’s interference in the
economy with its uppermost goal of rescuing it from a

critical state, on the one hand, and encourages the ad-
dressing of the private interests of those economic agents
who have found themselves on the verge of bankruptcy
as a result of the said crisis, on the other hand.

As previously mentioned, a zombie-economy’s rou-
tine is the product of a market economy in the state of
crisis.  Consequently, it is not a simple homo economicus
who is the carrier of this routine but, rather said, a muta-
tion which was formed in the process of his adaptation
to the deformed conditions of the market economy as a
result of the financial crisis.  Conventionally, a homo
economicus mutant may be called zombie economicus
[18] in that he is the carrier of a zombie-economy’s rou-
tine.

From zombie economicus, as an already accom-
plished phenomenon, homo transformaticus differs by
the fact that he is still in the process of adaptation to a
market economy and, as such, he has not yet been es-
tablished as a type of human being.  Because homo
transformaticus is still developing, one may ask the
question of whether or not it is possible for a homo
transformaticus to grow into a zombie economicus un-
der modern conditions of the global financial crisis.

There is no doubt that a necroeconomy has a very
negative influence over the countries of post-Commu-
nist capitalism which requires the development and
utilisation of a mechanism which would solve the prob-
lem of necro-firms.  This mechanism must enable the
universal dissemination of the market-based principles
of economic order.

Theoretically, it must be made clear that the effec-
tive elimination of a necroeconomy is unthinkable with-
out an effective bankruptcy law.  As the experience of
many post-Communist countries has shown, most of the
past attempts at formally adopting bankruptcy laws have
unfortunately produced only “stillborn babies”  [19].  In
other words, they are “necro-laws” because the occur-
rence of factually bankrupt enterprises being proclaimed
as legally bankrupt is something which happens only
very seldom, if at all.  In these countries, bankruptcy
procedures are blocked by all possible means which,
inter alia, may be explained by the assumption that bank-
ruptcy does not “fit” into the institutional environments
of those countries.

Post-Soviet Georgia, as one of the countries which
carries the heavy burden of a necroeconomy [20], is one
of the most infamous examples of the ineffectiveness of
a post-Communist bankruptcy law in which new institu-
tions are very often created through the immediate and
shallow imitation of their Western originals [21]. As a
result, many institutions of a developed market economy
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are often extremely ineffective in the countries of post-
Communist capitalism. Moreover, they may also lead to
some extremely negative consequences such as, for ex-
ample, the frequent and deserved criticisms lodged
against the IMF for its hasty and even simplified ap-
proaches towards institutional reforms in post-Commu-
nist countries which have ultimately harmed - rather than
helped - the process of the establishment of a market
economy [22].

The elimination of a necroeconomy may only be
accomplished by establishing such institutions [23]
which will boost the process of democratic reform and
raise the efficiency of post-Communist transformation
[24].  The dying out of the phenomenon of a
necroeconomy may be considered as an economic indi-
cator of a country’s successful overcoming of the stage
of post-Communist capitalism.

An effective bankruptcy law is another effective tool
in the fight against zombie-firms and zombie-banks.
Unfortunately, however, one has to admit that the situa-
tion in developed countries is not any better than it is in
the countries of post-Communist capitalism.  Specifically,
there is a clearly observed tendency that the legitimate
bankruptcy of many firms is not readily documented by
means of appropriate legal procedures [25].

The contemporary global financial crisis [26] has
created complex problems the world over and including
the economic development of the countries of post-Com-
munist capitalism.  It is precisely within the context of
the current crisis that the subject of the attack of zom-
bie-firms upon the global economy has become so topi-
cal [27, 28] which resulted in the emergence of multiple
research works within the so-called new economic field
of “zombie-nomics” [29].

It is an established fact that many developed coun-
tries have resorted to certain special governmental bail-
out programmes in support of their financial institutions
and real estate businesses [30: 22-23] which creates a
threat for the development of a new zombie-economic
routine.  This threat may become quite real if the finan-
cial crisis continues long enough to enable the zombie-
economic routine to take solid root.

If only a few short years ago, the existence of a
zombie-economy in the United States was categorically
negated [31: 120], most recently, however, many have
started talking about the threat of the emergence of zom-
bie-firms as a direct result of the financial crisis [32-35].
As a consequence, the US government’s bailout plan
has been referred to as a zombie-programme whereas
the US Treasury Department has been disparagingly
called the “mother” of a zombie-economy [36].

To do justice, however, one has to underline that the
first symptoms of the movement towards the zombieing
of the US banking sector appeared long before the emer-
gence of the present financial crisis when the US govern-
ment extended subsidies to American banks in order to
stimulate their mortgage lending insurance plans for the
benefit of low-profit segments of population which failed
to meet general banking standards [37].

Remarkably, experts assert that an interesting differ-
ence exists between the mechanisms of the emergence
of zombie-firms in Japan and those in the US.  In Japan,
for example, the government supports zombie firms
through zombie-banks whereas the bailout plans envis-
aged in the United States are intended to be implemented
without the mediation of banks even though the results
in both countries are expected to be the same [38].
Obviously, such an approach does not correspond to
the reality which is being shaped in the US in relation to
its government’s domestic zombie-banks’ bailout
programme [39].

Furthermore, the danger of the development of a
zombie-economy in Canada [40] and some EU countries
[41, 42] has become a real as well.

In the countries of post-Communist capitalism, the
present financial crisis also encourages the development
of such governmental programmes which are aimed at
the government’s providing its financial support to per-
ishing banks and firms [43].  Various proposals have
been put forth which would establish some special gov-
ernmental institutions (banks) and implement long-term
beneficial lending and investing [44].

Despite the fact that the economic theory has been
proven a long time ago and that global experience has
shown just how harmful a government’s interventions
into the economy can be when it introduces favourable
lending plans, both developed economies and those of
post-Communist capitalism resort to this remedy again
and again during the times of a financial crisis [45].
Unfortunately, however, and as we have already seen,
such a move eventually leads to the emergence of a
zombie-economy routine.

The current modern financial crises bring the prin-
ciple of “privatisation of profits and nationalisation of
losses” up to date [30: 10].

Unlike developed economies, which are exposed to
the threat of the zombieing of the economy under the
conditions of a financial crisis, this threat is even greater
for the countries of post-Communist capitalism owing
also to their exposure to necroeconomy.  There were no
doubts, for example, that many Russian companies,
amongst those in other economies, were able to get rid
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of their debts under the financial crisis without the re-
ceipt of governmental support [30: 5].

If one bears the nature of the material and technical
base a necroeconomy in mind alongside the fact that it
resides primarily in the industrial sector, then there is no
surprise that it is exactly the drastic shrinking of industrial
output under the conditions of the economic crisis through
which a necroeconomy states its existence [46, 47].

In the absence of a financial crisis, post-Communist
countries with a large-scale market feel the pain of a
necroeconomy far less than those with relatively smaller
ones given that there is an opportunity to compete with
each other within the market’s large dimensions and gov-
ernmental support [48] which creates the illusion that a
necroeconomy does not exist.  In smaller countries, how-
ever, this problem is rather severe due to the fact that many
enterprises may have no domestic competitors at all [20].

This difference between the large and small markets
has an influence upon the governmental policies sup-
porting a necroeconomy.  In particular, the illusion of the
absence of a necroeconomy caused by domestic compe-
tition blocks, to a great degree, a governments’ will to get
rid of a necroeconomy.  In countries with small-scale mar-
kets, however, the absence of analogous enterprises elimi-
nates the conditions for domestic competition which en-
ables the governments of those countries to retain a
greater stimulus to fight necroeconomy even though such
a stimulus is not always utilised within a proper way [20].

Under the conditions of a financial crisis, the gov-
ernments of post-Communist capitalist countries may
retain far less illusions that a necroeconomy exists.  It
comes as no surprise, therefore, that they witness a cata-
strophic decrease in their industrial output.

In view of the fact that it is precisely the financial
crisis which creates the favourable conditions for the
establishment of zombie-economy routines—that is, the
zombieing of an economy—the zombieing of a
necroeconomy is what happens in the countries of post-
Communist capitalism which, in fact, is even worse than
the simple economic zombieing which takes place in
developed economies.  If in Japan, for example, the zom-
bie-economy never touched the processing industries,
as we have seen, then one of the qualities of the
necroeconomy is to concentrate exactly upon this sec-
tor of the economy.  Consequently, the zombieing of a
necroeconomy inevitably amounts to the zombieing of
this already dead sector as well.

It is important to note that in Russia, for example,
the first symptoms of necroeconomic zombieing emerged
in the immediate aftermath of the August 1998 crisis in
the country [49: 210] which gave rise to the phenom-

enon of the post-Communist zombie-economy [49: 211].
The present financial crisis which has developed in Rus-
sia and which, in addition, has been “strengthened” by
that at the global level, may continue to exist and, there-
fore, is able to have far more serious negative effects for
Russia than its predecessor had. There is a very real
possibility that homo transformaticus will eventually
grow into zombie economicus, rather than into homo
economicus, which means that the economic future of
the post-Communist capitalist countries could be even
more dubious than it is today.

The dead enterprises which the countries of post-
Communist capitalism received as their legacy of the
command economy have proven to be quite “tenacious
of life” [50].  As a consequence, the market economies
of many post-Communist countries have been loaded
by the burden of a necroeconomy.  It is the society’s
necroeconomic foundations that make up the façade of
post-Communist capitalism.  Homo transformaticus,
therefore, is the carrier of a necroeconomy’s routine who
transforms economy and society in the direction of capi-
talist values and, at the same time, transforms his own
self in the same direction, too.

The phenomenon of a dead economy is also famil-
iar to some developed economies as well.  The occur-
rence of financial crises has encouraged the emergence
of a kind of routine which guarantees the stability of a
government’s bailout programmes implemented thorough
the banking sector in support of de-facto bankrupt firms.
As a result, a network of zombie-banks and zombie-firms
develops upon which the entire system of a zombie-
economy rests.

Unlike a necroeconomy, whose routine is carried by
a human being which is “still-to-be-formed,” a zombie-
economy’s routine is carried by the “gone and departed”
man, the so-called zombie economicus.

Under the conditions of the present financial crisis,
the threat of a zombie-economy is also aggressively
knocking on the doors of those developed economies
which, until recently, seemed to have escaped the
zombieing of their economies.

This threat of an economy’s zombieing is even
greater in the countries of post-Communist capitalism
given that this zombieing also has a great deal to do
with a necroeconomy which is a factor that will make it
rather difficult to improve an economy’s health after the
end of the financial crisis.

The only effective mechanism to get rid of both a
necroeconomy and a zombie-economy is to adopt a
sound bankruptcy law which, in turn, requires the strong
political will of the ruling elite.
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ekonomika

adamianiseuli faqtori Tanamedrove finansuri krizisis
pirobebSi

v. papava

akademiis wevri, p. guguSvilis ekonomikis instituti, Tbilisi

nebismier ekonomikur procesebSi adamianis roli umniSvnelovanesia.
Tanamedrove globaluri finansuri krizisis pirobebSi ekonomikis zombirebis problema Zalzed

gaaqtiurda. kerZod, finansuri sirTuleebis gamo firmebi dgebian gakotrebis safrTxis winaSe,
rac saboloo jamSi aisaxeba umuSevrobis zrdaSi. amitomac mTavroba mzadaa finansuri mxardaWera
aRmouCinos aseT firmebs, rom isini ar daixuros da xalxi ar daiTxovon. iaponuri gamocdilebis
mixedviT mTavroba exmareba bankebs im mizniT, rom maT gaagrZelon gakotrebuli firmebis dakrediteba.
bunebrivia, rom ara mTavrobis mxridan bankebisadmi gaweuli daxmareba, gakotrebuli firmebis
dakreditebis gagrZelebiT bankebi Tavad gakotrdebodnen.

paradoqsi imaSi mdgomareobs, rom finansuri krizisis damTavrebis Semdegac, anu maSinac ki
roca amis aucilebloba ukve aRar iyo, iaponiaSi gagrZelda zombi-bankebisa da zombi-firmebis
funqcionireba. am paradoqsis axsna SeiZleba ekonomikur cvlilebaTa evoluciuri TeoriT.

finansuri krizisis met-naklebi xangrZlivi periodiT gagrZelebis SemTxvevaSi gakotrebul
firmebSi firmis qcevis iseTi wesebi da xerxebi yalibdeba, romlebic efuZvneba samTavrobo
mxardaWeris miRebis SesaZleblobas. msgavsi situacia iqmneba im bankebSic. zombi-bankebis saSualebiT
zombi-firmebis mxardaWeris rutina yalibdeba mTavrobaSic.

zombi ekonomikaSi moqmed gacocxlebul mkvdar adamians ekonomikuri zombi, “zombi ekonomikusi”
vuwodoT. swored is aris zombi-ekonomikis Sesabamisi rutinis matarebeli da misi implementatori.
ekonomikuri zombis mizani ar aris mogebis miReba. misi mizania SeinarCunos arseboba, ise rom
sulac ar ifiqros imaze, Tu ramdenad misaRebia bazrisaTvis misi firmis saqmianoba, Tu ramdenad
esaWiroeba momxmarebels misi firmis mier warmoebuli saqoneli Tu gaweuli momsaxureba, misi
xarisxisa da masze gaweuli danaxarjebis miuxedavad.

globaluri finansuri krizisi, romelic romelime erTi qveynis sazRvrebiT ar Semofargleba,
safrTxes uqmnis araerT qveyanas zombi-virusis gavrcelebaSi. dRes msoflio dadga im safrTxis
winaSe, rom ekonomikuri zombis fenomeni, romlis gavrcelebis areali adre ZiriTadad mxolod
iaponiiT Semoifargleboda, dRes SesaZloa msoflios sxva wamyvan qveynebSic gavrceldes, rac
msoflio ekonomikis ganviTarebis seriozul barierad iqceva.

ekonomikuri zombisagan Tavdacvis saSualeba aris realurad mkvdari firmebisa da bankebis
iuridiulad gakotreba.
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